Gravity flows of granular materials through hoppers are considered. For hoppers shaped as general nonaxisymmetric cones, i.e., "pyramids", the flow inherits some simplified features from the geometry: similarity solutions can be constructed. Using two different plasticity laws, namely Matsuoka-Nakai and von Mises, those solutions are obtained by solving first order nonlinear partial differential algebraic systems for stresses, velocities, and a plasticity function.
Introduction
This is the third in a series of papers on the mechanics of a granular material under the influence of gravity flowing through converging hoppers. Calculations of granular flows are typically subject to severe geometric restrictions. Jenike [6] in the late 1950's was the first to realize that similarity solutions to the equations of motion can easily be constructed in hoppers of very simple geometry. Working exclusively in cones 3 {(r, θ, φ) : 0 < r < ∞, 0 ≤ θ < θ w }, (θ w = constant),
Jenike constructed similarity solutions that are still the bedrock of most engineering studies in this field. Those solutions inherit both the self-similarity of the domain (r scales out) and its axisymmetry (the solutions only depend on θ and solve a system of ODEs). In [4] , the authors generalized this approach to "pyramids", i.e., self-similar but not necessarily axisymmetric domains such as {(r, θ, φ) : 0 < r < ∞, 0 ≤ θ < C(φ)},
where C is a given piecewise smooth 2π-periodic function describing the boundary of the cross section of the hopper. While the corresponding solutions are of course still self-similar, their structure is much more involved. Those previous results all use plasticity models based on a von Mises condition [10] or a simplified Mohr-Coulomb condition [8] .
Another model was proposed by Matsuoka and Nakai in [7] and recently studied in [3] . In the present paper, the approach from [4] is applied to MatsuokaNakai materials for comparison with von Mises ones. In Section 2, both models are recalled. Radial solutions in right conical domains for the Matsuoka-Nakai model are constructed (for the first time) in Section 3. The two models are applied to pyramidal domains (2) in Section 4. Numerical results are presented Section 5 while concluding remarks are offered in Section 6.
Our work is motivated by preliminary comparisons with experimental values [1, 11] that seem to indicate a much better match with the lesser known Matsuoka-Nakai condition than with the von Mises one.
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3 Spherical coordinates are used exclusively in this paper: (r, θ, φ) are the usual spherical coordinates, φ being the azimuthal angle. In (1), θ w is the half opening angle of the cone.
Plasticity models
The unknowns are the 3-component velocity vector v, the 3 × 3 symmetric stress tensor T , and a scalar plasticity coefficient λ. The density ρ is assumed constant. For slow flows, inertia can be neglected in Newton's second law and thus balance of forces reads
where g is the (vector) acceleration of gravity. In addition to (3) both models consider two constitutive laws: a flow rule and a plasticity law.
von Mises model
Matsuoka-Nakai model
(tr T )(tr T −1 ) = 9 (1 + µ 2 ).
In the above equations, V = −1/2(∇v + ∇v T ) is the strain rate tensor (note the sign convention) while dev T = T − . The material parameters s and µ are such that s = sin δ and µ = tan δ, δ being the angle of internal friction of the material under consideration (see [8] ).
The properties of the yield surfaces defined by (5) and (7) are well known [2, 3, 10] and can be easily established in principal stress space, i.e., in terms of the eigenvalues { σ i } 3 i=1 of the stress tensor T . For granular materials, the stress tensor T measures compressive stresses, i.e., the principal stresses are positive. The von Mises yield surface (5) is a cone with two nappes. One nappe is contained in the physically relevant positive octant {σ i > 0, i = 1, 2, 3} if and only if δ < 60
• [10] . The structure of the Matsuoka-Nakai yield surface is more complicated, but again, a cone of one nappe is contained in the positive octant (regardless of δ), see [2] for details on that case.
Inside a container, the flow is subject to boundary conditions. Wall impenetrability reads
where v N = v ·N is the normal velocity, N being the unit interior normal. Two additional boundary conditions come from Coulomb's law of sliding friction. The surface traction τ -i.e., the force exerted by the wall on the materialis given by τ i = 3 j=1 T ij N j . If the vector τ has normal component τ N and tangential component τ T = τ − τ N N , then
where µ w is the coefficient of sliding friction between the wall and the material.
Radial flows
The first hopper geometry we consider is that of a regular vertical cone of equation (1) . As first noticed by Jenike [6] , the invariance of the domain (1) under the transformation r → cr, c > 0, leads to the existence of similarity solutions. For Matsuoka-Nakai, these solutions scale as
where T ij and v i are any component of the stress tensor and velocity vector respectively. For von Mises, the scaling for λ differs. See [4] .
We now derive the equations governing the flow in the domain (1) for the Matsuoka-Nakai model. The corresponding equations for the von Mises case have been extensively studied elsewhere [6, 8, 10] . By axisymmetry, the (scaled) stress tensor and velocity vector respectively simplify to
Under the above assumptions, the grains follow radial lines; the corresponding solutions are referred to as radial solutions. Assuming the stress and velocity field inherit the axisymmetric character of the domain, none of the above variables depends on φ. The problem is thus reduced to finding the six unknowns
Conservation of momentum (3) yields two nontrivial scalar relations, another equation comes from the yield condition (7) while two come from the flow rule (6) after elimination of λ (and thus L). Under the above assumptions, the θθ-and φφ-components of the strain rate tensor are equal. The flow rule (6) implies that (devT
The yield condition (7) together with the above relation then leads to
The two equations contributed by conservation of momentum are as follows
Equations (12-15) form an independent system for the stress unknowns T rr , T rθ , T θθ , T φφ . Equation (13) can be rewritten
The matrix appearing in the previous relation has full rank, its determinant is equal to −18 − The second equation resulting from the flow rule (6) can be written
The complete system (12-16) which consists of two algebraic constraints and three ODEs is closed by three boundary conditions
Condition (17) This results in a system of 5(N + 1) nonlinear equations 4 . The velocity can be computed in a postprocessing step as the stress equations do not depend on it.
Radial solutions are shown in Figure 1 . While the two models differ somewhat in this geometry, much greater differences become apparent in nonaxisymmetric hoppers.
Flows in pyramidal domains
The geometry is now generalized from right regular cones (1) to "pyramidal domains" (2) . While the scaling argument leading to (10) is still valid, the loss of axisymmetry prevents the simplifications that lead to (11) . Consequently, all ten unknowns T rr , T rθ , T θθ , T rφ , T θφ , T φφ , V r , V θ , V φ and L are now functions of both θ and φ. In what follows, P = 1 3 (T rr + T θθ + T φφ ) is the average stress, while
) ij referring to the ij-entry of the tensor T −1 (note that P −1 = 1/P).
The above equations have to be satisfied on the spherical cap {(θ, φ); −π < φ < π, 0 < θ < C(φ)}. The boundary conditions (8, 9) can be expressed in terms of the above unknowns. The unit interior normal vector N on the outside wall θ = C(φ) takes the form
Therefore, when θ = C(φ), 0 < φ < 2π, one has (39) where (37) corresponds to condition (8) . The vectorial condition (9) is rewritten into two scalar conditions. First, we impose τ T × v = 0 on the wall; the cross product of two two-dimensional vectors being a scalar, this leads to (38). Second, | τ T | = µ w τ N holds, leading to (39). From Section 2, the stress tensor T is positive definite; consequently, the right hand of (39) is positive since T N = N t T N > 0 5 . The above set of equations defines the unknowns V r , V θ , V φ and L only up to a positive multiplicative constant. To eliminate this indeterminacy, the value of one component of the velocity, say V r , is fixed at one point in the computational domain. Here, we choose (see also (19))
where Θ 0 and Φ 0 are defined below and where v in effect scales the flow rate out of the hopper. Note that no conditions are needed at θ = 0 (or more precisely, considering only nonsingular solutions at that point is a boundary condition). Further, 2π-periodicity is imposed in the φ-direction.
Along with the above unknowns, a stream function Ψ is computed to illustrate the appearance of secondary circulation in the velocity field. Under assumption (10), the incompressibility condition div v = 0 reads here
A stream function Ψ can then be introduced through
Numerical results
The discretization used to solve the above system is identical to the one used in [4] and is only briefly described here. In order to simplify the numerics, the problem is mapped onto a rectangular computational domain. We define the new coordinates
and Φ = φ.
The computational domain is now simply (0, θ w ] × [−φ w , φ w ), where φ w corresponds to the smallest interval of periodicity of the solution in the φ-direction.
The equations (20-39) are written in the new coordinate system. The resulting problem can be discretized by collocation; Chebyshev collocation at the Chebyshev-Gauss-Radau points is used in Θ, while Fourier-cosine collocation at the Fourier collocation points is used in Φ. More precisely, the numerical solution takes the form
where {ψ n } N −1 n=0 are the Lagrange interpolation polynomials at the ChebyshevGauss-Radau nodes on (0, θ w ].
To illustrate the differences between the two plasticity models, we consider two families of pyramidal domains which approximate industrial hoppers with square and oblong cross sections respectively. The former family is described by 
see Figure 2 , left. These domains are similar to the unit ball in the p-norm. In the calculations below, p was taken as 20 and θ w is 30 degrees.
The second family is best described geometrically, see Figure 2 , right.
Explanation of Figures
Figures 3 and 5 compare the two different plasticity models in the two above geometries, having evaluated all quantities on a horizontal plane normal to the z-axis. In each row, von Mises is on the left and Matsuoka-Nakai on the right. The first row shows the average stresses, P. The second row presents the vertical component of the velocity, i.e., V z = V · e z , scaled such that V z attains a minimum of −1 (i.e. a maximum in magnitude, in the negative zdirection). In the third row, color represents speed in the horizontal plane, i.e., | V − V · e z e z | and black curves are streamlines (i.e., level lines of the stream function Ψ) delineating areas of secondary circulation. Matsuoka-Nakai achieve a higher stress in the corners, but the gradient of the stress field is also higher in those regions.
Results for Square Hoppers
A striking difference in the square hopper is that von Mises predicts a flow which appears much nearer to the mass flow limit, the point at which some portion of the material ceases to deform [8] . Under the von Mises plasticity law, the bulk of the material nearest to the walls is moving downward slowly and nearly uniformly while a roughly circular channel in the center is moving and deforming very rapidly. There are similar slow regions near the walls under the Matsuoka-Nakai plasticity law, but the appearance of a fast-moving channel in the center is less pronounced.
Another important distinction between the two models in the square hopper is that the secondary circulation is an order of magnitude stronger for Matsuoka-Nakai than for von Mises. The third row in Figure 3 demonstrates this difference by displaying the horizontal speed (| V − V · e z e z |). Preliminary comparison with laboratory experiments shows uncanny agreement with the Matsuoka-Nakai prediction, and casts doubt on the accuracy of the von Mises prediction [11] . A more detailed comparison between the models and experimental results will be pursued in a forthcoming work [1] .
The representation of speed in the third row of Figure 3 also reveals the effect of the fast-moving center channel in the von Mises case. This channel pulls material in from the sides inducing the fastest horizontal speed on the hopper's interior; for Matsuoka-Nakai, the fastest speed is at the wall where material is being pulled from near the corners toward the steepest point along the hopper wall.
The third row of Figure 3 also shows the location of circulation cells as black streamlines. Grains along a wall move from the corner toward the midpoint on that wall, where the wall is steepest. There are also circulation cells wholly in the interior of the hopper. In both models, however, the secondary circulation is a small effect, from 2 to 4 orders of magnitude smaller than the vertical component of velocity.
Another effect of the loss of axisymmetry can be plainly seen in the normal stress at the wall. In Figure 4 , left, the normal stress along the circumference of the square hopper is computed for both models. For both models, the maximum normal stress is found at the corners. Further, those corner effects are more pronounced for Matsuoka-Nakai than they are for von Mises. It should also be noted that this kind of predictions is fully outside the range of typical radial models such as Jenike's. Accurate predictions of the wall stresses are fundamental for the study of silo failures. Such a study could be performed by coupling the current results with shell stress modeling codes, reinforcing the importance of the present approach.
Results for Oblong Hoppers
Results showing the same data, albeit in an oblong hopper geometry, are shown in Figure 5 . In the first row of graphs, the general shape of the average stress fields is similar for both models, with the maximum average stress along the wall at the narrow end of the hopper and the minimum along the steeper flat wall. However, along the flat walls, the Matsuoka-Nakai plasticity law predicts an almost uniform average stress while the von Mises law predicts an average stress with more variation. This is also reflected in the normal stress, seen in Figure 4 , right, where the maximum and minimum values of the normal stress are nearly identical between the two models, but the Matsuoka-Nakai model has a more uniform normal stress along the flat walls of the hopper.
Returning to Figure 5 , the second row of graphs again represents the vertical component of velocity. Unlike the square hopper, both plasticity laws make similar predictions, both in magnitude and in the shape of the field.
The third row of graphs in Figure 5 shows that, again, the circulation characteristics predicted by the two models differ substantially. While the circulation cells themselves (demarcated by black curves) are not dissimilar, the speed of the circulation (indicated by color) predicted by the Matsuoka-Nakai model is an order of magnitude larger than that of the von Mises model. Furthermore, for the von Mises plasticity law, there are two regions of grains internal to the hopper which are moving about as rapidly as grains move along the steep, flat wall. This effect is not nearly so strong for the Matsuoka-Nakai plasticity law. 
Conclusions
The construction of similarity solutions corresponding to granular flows in nonaxisymmetric hoppers was started in [4, 5] ; it is extended here to MatsuokaNakai materials. While Jenike's original method is limited to conical hoppers (right circular cones), the present approach can be applied to pyramidal (selfsimilar) hoppers of arbitrary cross section that are common in industrial applications. It should be noted however that the case of general fully three dimensional containers is outside the scope of the present contribution and, to the authors' knowledge, is still a largely open problem (in part due to the difficulty of setting up a well-posed mathematical formulation).
Phenomenological arguments leading to plasticity laws such as those considered here are poor substitutes for derivations from first principles, which regrettably are lacking in the present field. It is thus fundamental to be able to test and compare such models against one another and more importantly against experimental data. The present contribution is a necessary step in this direction. Preliminary comparisons with experiments [1, 11] indicate that the lesser known Matsuoka-Nakai plasticity condition leads to results that are much closer to experimental data than the widely used von Mises condition (strictly within the present context, of course). Our approach also gives access to fundamental practical information, such as the importance of corner effects on wall stresses.
